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To understand the factors that alter sleep quality in space, we
studied the effect of spaceflight on sleep-disordered breathing.
We analyzed 77 8-h, full polysomnographic recordings (PSGs)
from five healthy subjects before spaceflight, on four occasions
per subject during either a 16- or 9-d space shuttle mission and
shortly after return to earth. Microgravity was associated with a
55% reduction in the apnea–hypopnea index (AHI), which decreased from a preflight value of 8.3  1.6 to 3.4  0.8 events/h
inflight. This reduction in AHI was accompanied by a virtual elimination of snoring, which fell from 16.5  3.0% of total sleep time
preflight to 0.7  0.5% inflight. Electroencephalogram (EEG)
arousals also decreased in microgravity (by 19%), and this decrease was almost entirely a consequence of the reduction in respiratory-related arousals, which fell from 5.5  1.2 arousals/h
preflight to 1.8  0.6 inflight. Postflight there was a return to near
or slightly above preflight levels in these variables. We conclude
that sleep quality during spaceflight is not degraded by sleep-disordered breathing. This is the first direct demonstration that gravity plays a dominant role in the generation of apneas, hypopneas,
and snoring in healthy subjects.
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Sleep disruption and reduced sleep duration have been documented during spaceflight in both American astronauts and Russian cosmonauts, but the cause of the sleep disruptions remains
unknown (1–3). Poor sleep quality in combination with the need
for impeccable daytime performance has led to the usage of hypnotics at least once in as many as 50% of the astronauts during a
given mission (2) and hypnotics are among the most commonly
used medication during spaceflight (4). Our aim was to determine whether sleep-disordered breathing was related to the increase in sleep disruption observed during spaceflight.
Gravity significantly influences both respiratory mechanics
and chemoreceptor function (5, 6). Our hypothesis was that
alterations in these factors during spaceflight could have important effects on respiratory instabilities and arousal from
sleep, mediated by either central or obstructive respiratory disturbances. However, conflicting factors are involved.
On the one hand, the removal of gravity might be expected
to decrease any sleep-related upper airway obstruction because obstructive sleep apnea occurs more commonly when
lying supine. The action of gravity on the upper airway struc-
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tures is believed to be responsible for positional sleep-disordered breathing and is probably one of the primary factors in
the upper airway resistance syndrome in humans (7).
On the other hand, the removal of gravity might be expected to increase any sleep-related respiratory disturbances
and sleep disturbance because microgravity causes a headward
shift in blood and body fluids (8) that could affect both respiratory mechanics and chemoreceptor function. For instance,
increased fluid volume in the head and neck could passively
reduce upper airway caliber, thereby increasing the propensity
for obstructive events. Microgravity reduces the hypoxic ventilatory response by about 50% compared with the upright
posture, so that the response is comparable to that measured
in the supine position on the ground (6). Chemoreceptor function has been strongly implicated in the initiation of both obstructive and central periodic breathing (9) as well as the ultimate arousal from sleep caused by blood gas derangement
during apneas (10, 11).
To date, only one other spaceflight experiment has attempted to examine the respiratory system during sleep. A
joint Japanese–Russian experiment monitored diaphragmatic
electromyogram (EMG) and sleep in one astronaut for 30 h of
spaceflight (12). These investigators found a reduction in diaphragmatic EMG activity during sleep in space and attributed
this effect to a reduction in upper airway resistance; however,
resistance was not directly measured.
Our experiment was part of a set of experiments on two
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) spaceflight missions (flight STS-90 [Neurolab] and flight STS-95) in
1998. Our experiment is the first to perform full polysomnography, including measurements of breathing in astronauts before, during, and after spaceflight, and to focus on whether the
frequency or character of any sleep-disordered breathing was
altered during spaceflight. The hypercapnic and hypoxic ventilatory responses were measured during wakefulness in these
subjects and have been published elsewhere (6).

METHODS
Subjects and Data Collection Schedule
Experiment protocols were approved by the Institutional Review
Boards of NASA Johnson Space Center, the University of California
San Diego, and the Brigham and Women’s Hospital. The subjects
provided written informed consent to perform all aspects of the protocol. We studied one female and four males. Four subjects flew on
Neurolab and one on STS-95. The average age of the subjects was
41.0  2.7 (SD) yr, height 181  13 cm, weight 79  14 kg, and body
mass index (BMI) 24.0  1.6 kg/m2. All subjects were healthy as indicated by comprehensive NASA physical examinations, reported no
sleep disorders, were nonsmokers, and had FVC and FEV1 within the
predicted normal range.
A total of 77 polysomnographic recordings (PSGs) were collected
(range 13–16 PSGs per subject), and included nine preflight PSGs per
subject (only six for the subject on STS-95), four inflight PSGs per subject,
and three postflight PSGs per subject. Each PSG period was 8 h long.
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Preflight PSGs were performed in batches of two to three consecutive nights on the evenings of 102–101, 73–72, and 45–44 d and 7–6–5 d
prior to launch (77–76, 50–49, and 38–37 d before launch for the STS95 subject). The four inflight PSGs were collected during two pairs of
consecutive nights between Day 3 and Day 15 of STS-90 (recording
blocks were separated by  1 wk) and between Day 4 and Day 8 of the
STS-95 mission. Postflight sleep sessions for all subjects occurred on
Day 1 ( 36 h after landing) and Days 3 and 4 after returning to earth
(i.e., on the second, fourth, and fifth sleep episodes following return to
earth). During flight, the cabin atmosphere was normoxic (760 mm Hg,
21% O2) with a slightly elevated CO2 ( 0.4%). All preflight and postflight PSGs were performed in Crew Quarters at the Johnson Space
Center or at a local hotel (STS-95 subject only). The preflight and postflight bedtime or lights out for each subject was at  11:00 P.M. (local
time, CST) and wake-up was  7:00 A.M. in order to ensure an 8-h
sleep period. The exception to this was on the first postflight recording
night when the four subjects from Neurolab requested to go to bed
 1 h earlier because of fatigue. During the inflight PSGs, the subjects
slept in private sleep compartments. The four-tier sleep compartments
contained a sleeping bag/liner, a light, and a ventilation inlet and outlet
in each of the tiers. The compartment was about 2 m long, 0.75 m high,
and wide enough for one. Due to launch and landing constraints, the
time for each 8-h sleep period shifted earlier each day (20 min/d during
the 16-d Neurolab mission and 35 min/d during the 9-d STS-95 flight).
Exact time for lights off and on for each subject was recorded on each
personal sleep recorder by means of a light sensor integrated into the
subject’s microphone taped to his or her neck. Subjects refrained from
consuming caffeine or alcohol in the 12 h preceding all PSGs.
During some sessions, the subjects were also instrumented with a
continuous body temperature sensor (an ingestible pill system, CorTemp 100 sensor; HTI Technologies, St. Petersburg, FL, with a beltworn receiver; Personal Electronics Devices, Wellesley, MA), and a
wrist activity monitor (Mini-Motion Logger; Ambulatory Monitoring
Inc., Ardsley, NY).

Sleep-monitoring System
The sleep monitoring system that was developed for this spaceflight
experiment consisted of a portable digital sleep recorder, a custom fitted sleep cap and respiratory inductance plethysmography body suit,
a cable harness, an impedance meter, and a computerized signal-quality assessment system. This system was also used for all preflight and
postflight recordings using the same procedures as those used inflight.
The crew was trained extensively prior to flight. During flight, they
worked in pairs to instrument themselves and verify signal quality just
prior to bedtime. During preflight and postflight sessions, instrumentation was performed by technicians.
The digital sleep recorder was a Vitaport-2 (TEMEC Instruments
B.V., The Netherlands). The Vitaport-2 is a 4  9  15-cm digital recording device with data storage on an 85-Mb Flash RAM card providing the capability of recording the montage used in this experiment
for more than 10 h using internal batteries. The recorder was configured to acquire 16 data channels. There were four electroencephalogram (EEG) channels, O1/A2, O2/A1, C3/A2, and C4/A1 (128 Hz with
a 0.33-s time constant high pass filter, 70-Hz low pass filter); two electrooculogram (EOG) channels (64 Hz, 1-s time constant high pass,
35-Hz low pass); and two EMG channels (128 Hz, 0.015-s time constant high pass, 100-Hz low pass). Additional measurements included
nasal/oral air flow (three-pronged thermistor adhered to upper lip;
EdenTec Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, 32 Hz), rib cage and abdominal motion (respiratory inductance plethysmography, 32 Hz),
snoring (microphone attached to the neck at the level of the larynx),
light (detector incorporated into microphone on throat), arterial oxygen saturation via pulse oximetry (SaO2: Ohmeda Flex-probe; Ohmeda Medical Inc., Columbia, MD, adhered to left ring finger), electrocardiogram (lead II, 256 Hz), and an event marker channel. There was
no body position sensor in the system.
The electrophysiological head and face electrodes were integrated
into an elastic lattice cap (Sleep-net; Physiometrix, Inc., N. Billerica,
MA). Sleep-nets were individually tailored to each subject to ensure
proper fit and reproducibility of electrode site placement. The elastic
lattice of the Sleep-net positioned the C3/C4, O1/O2, and A1/A2 electrode sockets on the subject’s head according to the International 10-
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20 System of electrode placement. The ground reference socket was
located above the nasion. The two EOG and four chin EMG sockets
extended from the cap on insulated wire leads for easy placement of
the collars via adhesive pads. The Sleep-net used disposable, Ag/AgCl
electrodes (Hydradot; Physiometrixs, Inc.) for sensing the electrophysiological signals. The skin was prepared with Nuprep (D.O.
Weaver and Co., Aurora, CO). Function of each electrode was verified by impedance checking prior to each recording (maximum impedance 10 k )
The remaining physiological sensors were integrated into a custom-fitted two-piece (vest plus shorts) lycra body suit (Blackbottoms;
Salt Lake City, UT). The rib cage and abdominal wires for the inductance plethysmography measurements were sewn into the vest section
of each suit with the chest band at the level of the nipples and the abdominal band over the umbilicus. Because the spine lengthens in microgravity, the vest section had adjustable shoulder straps and was
held in place by attachment to the shorts with integrated velcro strips
to ensure proper location of each band at all times. A single harness
connected all leads from the subject’s torso to the data recorder.
Signal quality was verified by connecting the recorder to an IBM
Thinkpad computer (Model 755) that was configured with customized
data acquisition and display software (13). The subjects were asked to
perform a series of physiological calibrations and verify signal quality
as displayed on the laptop screen. Once all signals were verified the
communication link was terminated and the recording continued. The
subjects were instructed to go to bed and turn the lights off at the designated bedtime to guarantee a full 8-h sleep period before scheduled
wake-up time.

Data Analysis
The data recorded on the flash RAM cards were visualized on a Macintosh computer system using the Vitagraph software package (TEMEC Instruments B.V., Netherlands). All sleep and respiratory events
were scored “manually” by certified polysomnographic technologists
blinded to the test condition. Sleep was staged using the criteria of Rechtschaffen and Kales (14), and respiratory events were scored using
the Atlas Task Force on the American Sleep Disorders Association
(15). In brief, all respiratory events were at least 10 s duration; obstructive apneas required a cessation of airflow with continued respiratory
effort (thoracoabdominal movement); central apneas required the absence of both airflow and thoracoabdominal movement; mixed apneas
required both obstructive and central apneic characteristics; hypopneas required a reduction in either respiratory flow and/or respiratory
effort with either an accompanying arousal of at least 3 s or arterial oxygen desatuation of at least 3%. Arousals of 3 s or greater in association with these respiratory events were scored using the criteria of the
Atlas Task Force on the American Sleep Disorders Association (16)
when they occurred within the 15 s following a respiratory event. The
change in arterial oxygen saturation associated with the scored respiratory events was determined. The presence of snoring was scored “manually” on a 30-s epoch-by-epoch basis whenever the microphone signal
exceeded 10% of full range for more than 50% of the 30-s epoch, and
the microphone signal increased phasically with the inspiratory airflow
signal during the epoch (i.e., it was not constant/ambient noise). The
microphone threshold of 10% of full range was selected as the most
appropriate level in which soft snoring could be detected, while avoiding “false positives” due to background noise.
Numerous indices of respiratory events were then calculated for
each sleep period, including the apnea–hypopnea indices (number of
respiratory events per hour of sleep) for the total sleep time
(AHITST), for rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (AHIREM) and for
non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep (AHINREM); the Respiratory
Arousal Index (RAI, number of respiratory arousals/h of sleep) and
the Snoring Index (SI  percentage of the total sleep time spent snoring). For each respiratory event, mean, maximum, minimum, and
change in SaO2 were measured (allowing for a 15-s delay in the pulse
oximeter signal).
In addition, mean values of SaO2, respiratory rate (RR), and heart
rate (HR) were calculated by averaging the 30-s epoch averages over
5-min periods separately for periods of wakefulness, slow wave sleep
(SWS) at the beginning of the night (SWSinitial  first 5-min period of
Stage III or Stage IV sleep), and slow wave sleep at the end of the
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night (SWSend  last 5-min period of Stage III or Stage IV sleep) as an
example of the differences between sleep and wakefulness. These averages were derived automatically using the Vitagraph software,
whereas all other analyses noted above were manually scored.

Melatonin Administration
Part of the overall objective of the spaceflights was to determine the
effectiveness of 0.3 mg of melatonin as a hypnotic for use in spaceflight. Melatonin or placebo was taken 30 min prior to scheduled bedtime for the preflight sessions at L-72 and L-45 d (L-50 and L-35, STS95) and before all sleep episodes in flight. Administration occurred in
a double-blinded manner such that melatonin or placebo was administered on alternate nights. Melatonin was not administered postflight.
This small dose of melatonin had no effect on any of the measured
variables when compared to placebo (e.g., two-way analyses of variance: p  0.18 for preflight AHITST and 0.19 for inflight AHITST).
Thus, for our purposes, statistical analyses were performed with the
melatonin and placebo data combined.
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5.0, one subject was 6.1  1.1, and the fifth subject had an
AHITST of 22.7  3.9 (see Table E1 in the online data supplement). AHITST for this population was primarily comprised of
hypopneas with an average apnea index of 0.9  0.3, and a hypopnea index of 6.7  1.2 during the preflight period (Figure
1). The AHITST for the inflight and postflight data was of similar composition. Our principal finding was that the AHITST decreased dramatically during microgravity by 55% when compared with preflight values, down to 3.4  0.8 events/h. The
corresponding apnea index decreased by 30% (0.3  0.1, NS)
and the hypopnea index decreased by 55% (3.1  0.8). On return to normal gravity postflight, the AHITST increased to 9.5 
2.2, which was not statistically different from preflight. The
postflight apnea index remained low (0.4  0.1, NS), but the
hypopnea index (9.1  2.3) was significantly greater postflight
than preflight.
Effect of Microgravity on Apneas and Hypopneas in Different
Stages of Sleep

Statistical Analysis of the Effect of Microgravity
on Respiratory Disturbances
All data from the first pair of sleep recordings (those occurring approximately 90 d before flight) were excluded from data analysis to eliminate
the effects of adaptation to the instrumentation. Descriptive statistics
were performed and expressed as mean  SE. The apnea–hypopnea,
snoring and arousal data were also expressed for each subject as a percentage of the preflight values; therefore, each subject served as his or
her own control. Two-way analyses of variance were performed to compare preflight, inflight, and postflight data. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were performed using the Bonferroni adjustment. Differences were
considered significant with p values less than 0.05.

During preflight, AHIREM (9.7  1.7) was  23% greater than
AHINREM (7.9  1.7) (Figure 2 and Table 1). Microgravity resulted in a greater reduction in AHINREM (68%) compared
with the decrease in AHIREM (30%). On return to normal
gravity postflight, the AHINREM returned to preflight values,
but the AHIREM was significantly increased by  50% above
preflight values. The AHIREM was high for all three nights
during the postlfight period (12.5  3.7 on the second night of
recovery and 13.3  3.9 and 13.0  6.0 on the fourth and fifth
nights, respectively).

RESULTS

Effect of Microgravity on Duration of Apneas and Hypopneas

The sleep results are the subject of a separate communication
(D-J. Dijk, unpublished observations), but are briefly summarized here in order to relate the changes in respiratory disturbances to the overall quality of sleep. Total sleep time (TST,
the total number of minutes the subject was asleep) averaged
408  23 (mean  SD, n  5) min preflight, which fell to 384 
9 min inflight (NS). Postflight TST was almost identical to that
during preflight (405  49 min). Sleep efficiency (TST as a
percentage of lights-out time) was unchanged between preflight, inflight, and postflight (85  5%, 83  2%, 85  9%,
respectively). The percentage of TST spent in REM sleep was
the same preflight and inflight (24  5% and 23  4%, respectively), but was somewhat higher postflight (29  4%, NS).
The percentage of TST spent in SWS was the same preflight
and inflight (15  3% and 14  6%, respectively) but somewhat reduced postflight (10  2%, NS).

The average of all the preflight apnea and hypopnea durations
for the population was 32.4  0.2 s. Inflight, the durations increased to 37.1  0.4 s (p  0.05) and remained at this level
postflight (37.5  0.3 s).
Effect of Microgravity on Arterial O 2 Saturation during Apneas
and Hypopneas

The average SaO2 measured during a respiratory event was significantly higher during microgravity exposure (99.6  0.1%)
when compared with preflight (97.1  0.1%) (Table 2). The
average minimum in SaO2 during the respiratory events was
95.0  0.1 preflight and increased to 98.4  0.1 inflight. This

Effect of Microgravity on Frequency of Apneas and Hypopneas

The average AHITST for the preflight population was 8.3  1.6
events/h (Table 1). Three of the subjects had an AHITST below
TABLE 1. APNEAS, HYPOPNEAS, SNORING, AND AROUSALS
DURING SLEEP
Period

AHITST
(number/h)

AHINREM
(number/h)

Preflight
G
Postflight

8.3  1.6
3.4  0.8†
9.5  2.2‡

7.9  1.7
2.7  0.8†
8.0  2.3‡

AHIREM
(number/h)

Snoring
(%TST)*

9.7  1.7
16.5  3.0
6.1  1.3†
0.7  0.5†
12.9  2.5†,‡ 18.2  3.0‡

ArousalsRE
(number/h)
5.5  1.2
1.8  0.6†
6.0  1.9‡

Definition of abbreviations: AHI  apnea–hypopnea index; arousalsRE  arousals associated with a respiratory event (see text for details); NREM  non-rapid eye movement
sleep; G  microgravity; REM  rapid eye movement sleep; Snoring  snoring above a
predefined threshold as a percentage of TST (see text for details); TST  total sleep time.
* As a percentage of the preflight average (control) for that subject.
†
Signficantly different from preflight value.
‡
Signficantly different from inflight value.

Figure 1. Respiratory indices (apnea–hypopnea index, apnea index,
hypopnea index) for five subjects preflight, inflight, and postflight.
*Significantly different from preflight value. ^Significantly different from
inflight value.
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Figure 2. AHI for the total sleep time (TST), for NREM sleep time and
for REM sleep time for five subjects preflight, inflight, and postflight.
*Significantly different from preflight value. ^Significantly different from
inflight value.

Figure 3. Relationship between the total number of respiratory events
per sleep period and the percentage of time spent snoring for five subjects preflight, inflight, and postflight. *Significantly different from preflight value. ^Significantly different from inflight value.

reduction in the minimum SaO2 is also associated with a reduction in the SaO2 difference between the beginning and end of a
respiratory event during microgravity (1.6  0.1%) as compared with preflight (4.1  0.1%). Postflight, the average and
minimum SaO2 were both slightly greater than preflight, and
the corresponding SaO2 difference was reduced when compared with preflight. The postflight SaO2 average, minimum,
and difference values were intermediate to those measured
preflight and inflight.

0.05, r2  0.31), indicating that many of the scored hypopneas
were likely obstructive rather than central hypopneas.

Effect of Microgravity on Types of Apneas

When apneas were considered by type, the average number of
obstructive apneas that occurred per preflight sleep period
was 1.6  0.7 compared with 4.4  1.9 for central apneas and
1.2  0.5 for mixed apneas. Inflight the number of obstructive
apneas per sleep period decreased to essentially zero (0.1 
0.1), central apneas decreased to 1.65  0.4, and the mixed
apneas decreased to 0.4  0.2 events per sleep period. Obstructive apneas per postflight sleep period were 0.67  0.25,
central apneas were 1.8  0.4, and mixed apneas were 0.33 
0.16. None of the changes in the number of apneas was significant.

Arousals Associated with Apneas and Hypopneas

The number of arousals that immediately followed a scored
respiratory event during the preflight sleep periods was on average 5.5  1.2 arousals/h, within a total number of 18.0  1.8
arousals/h (Figure 4). During microgravity, the number of respiratory arousals per hour decreased by 70% to 1.8  0.6 and
the total number of arousals per hour decreased by 19% to
13.4  1.5, almost all of which is a consequence of the reduction in arousals from respiratory causes (Figure 4). The most
dramatic decrease in the arousal index was seen in one subject, whose inflight respiratory arousal index dropped from a
preflight value of 16.3  2.3 to 6.3  1.1 events/h (see Table
E1 in the online data supplement). This subject’s total arousal
index preflight was 35.7 arousals/h and significantly improved
in microgravity dropping to 23.5  1.5. Postflight the respiratory arousals per hour increased to just above preflight levels

Effect of Microgravity on Snoring

The percentage of time spent snoring during the preflight sleep
periods was 16.5  3.0%. Snoring essentially disappeared in
microgravity (0.7  0.5%) (Figure 3 and Table 1). Postflight
the snoring returned to preflight levels (18.2  3.0%). Percentage snoring was significantly correlated with AHI (p 
TABLE 2. ARTERIAL OXYGEN SATURATION DURING
APNEAS AND HYPOPNEAS
Period
Preflight
G
Postflight

SaO2 Avg
(%)

SaO2 Min
(%)

SaO2 Diff
(%)

97.7  0.1
99.6  0.1†
98.0  0.1†,‡

95.0  0.1
98.4  0.1†
96.4  0.1†,‡

4.1  0.1
1.6  0.1†
2.7  0.1†,‡

Definition of abbreviations: G  microgravity; SaO2 Avg  average arterial oxygen saturation during a respiratory event; SaO2 Diff  difference in arterial oxygen saturation
from the beginning to the end of a respiratory event; Sa O2 Min  minimum saturation
observed during a respiratory event.
†
Significantly different from preflight value.
‡
Significantly different from inflight value.

Figure 4. Arousals from respiratory and nonrespiratory causes (see text
for definitions). Note that the reduction in the total number of arousals
inflight is almost completely the result of the reduction in the number
of respiratory arousals.
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TABLE 3. SaO2, RESPIRATORY RATE, AND HEART RATE DURING AWAKE CONDITION AND DURING SLOW WAVE SLEEP
SaO2
(%)
Period
Preflight
G
Postflight

Respiratory Rate
(breaths/min)

Heart Rate
(beats/min)

Awake

SWSinitial

Awake

SWSinitial

Awake

SWSinitial

97.0  0.1
98.3  0.3†
96.9  0.2‡

97.1  0.1
97.7  0.3
95.6  0.2†,‡

12.3  0.1
10.5  0.1†
12.8  0.2‡

10.8  0.1
10.7  0.1
10.9  0.1

65.6  0.5
61.3  0.6†
72.8  0.9†,‡

56.5  0.4
53.1  0.7†
63.1  0.4†,‡

Definition of abbreviations: G  microgravity; SWS  slow wave sleep; awake  average of 5 min prior to the onset of sleep; SWS initial  average of 5 min during the first episode
of SWS of the sleep period.
†
Signficantly different from preflight value.
‡
Signficantly different from inflight value.

(6.0  1.9), and the total number of arousals per hour for the
sleep periods remained below preflight values (11.9  0.5).
Effect of Microgravity on Arterial O 2 Saturation, Respiratory
Rate, and Heart Rate

The average SaO2 during awake periods just before sleep onset
was 97.0  0.1% preflight and increased significantly to 98.3 
0.3% during microgravity (Table 3). Postflight the average
awake SaO2 returned to preflight levels (96.9  0.2%). There
was no change in the average SaO2 during SWS in microgravity, but postflight this was reduced slightly to 95.6  0.2%
compared with preflight (97.1  0.1%).
Respiratory rate during the 5-min presleep wake period
was 12.3  0.1 breaths/min (Table 3). During microgravity,
this significantly decreased to 10.5  0.1, and postflight returned to preflight values (12.8  0.2). The respiratory rate
during slow wave sleep was 10.8 breaths/min preflight and did
not change during microgravity (10.8  0.1) or during postflight sleep periods (10.9  0.1).
The average heart rate measured during the 5-min presleep
period was 65.6  0.5 beats/min preflight and significantly decreased in microgravity to 61.3  0.6 (Table 3). Postflight
awake, heart rate increased to 72.8  0.9. The heart rate measured during slow wave sleep was 56.5  0.4 beats/min preflight, decreased in microgravity to 53.1  0.5, and was significantly increased to 63.1  0.4 during the postflight return to
normal gravity.

DISCUSSION
The most striking findings of this experiment were the dramatic reduction in the number of sleep-related breathing disturbances, the reduction in the amount of time spent snoring,
and the reduced number of arousals associated with these respiratory related events during microgravity. Together these
results clearly show that any sleep disruption in space is not
caused by sleep-disordered breathing.
Frequencies of Apneas, Hypopneas, and Snoring

Three of the five subjects in this study had preflight apnea–
hypopnea indices that were below 5.0 events/h classifying them
as not having any major sleep-disordered breathing problem.
Hypopneas were the primary classification of respiratory disturbances in these subjects with very few apneas (Figure 1).
Even though the majority of the subjects in this study showed
respiratory disturbances within the normal range, four of the
five subjects showed a reduction in their AHI in space (see Table E1 in the online data supplement). The greatest reduction
in the AHI of almost 60% was seen in the subject with the
greatest AHI.
All five subjects in this study showed some degree of snoring from mild to moderate during preflight PSGs. Time spent
snoring ranged from 2.8 to 32.6% of the total sleep time. In

microgravity, snoring was almost completely eliminated in all
subjects. Importantly, the change in snoring habits of this
group correlated well with the changes in the number of respiratory events per sleep period both on the ground and in space
(Figure 3). The correlation between snoring and AHI suggests
that the hypopneas were likely obstructive as opposed to central in nature.
Gravity and the Respiratory System

The respiratory system is greatly influenced by the force of
gravity. The changes that occur in the respiratory system when
the subject goes from the upright standing to the supine posture are significant. In the supine posture functional residual
capacity, expiratory reserve, and tidal volumes are all reduced
(5, 17). Changes in lung volume have been shown to reduce
upper airway caliber (18, 19) and resistance (20–22). Functional residual capacity and expiratory reserve volumes are reduced in space but to a lesser degree than that seen in the supine posture, whereas tidal volume is reduced to a greater
extent in space than supine (5).
In the supine posture, gravity also works to reduce upper
airway size and to increase upper airway resistance by causing
the tongue, soft palate, uvula, and epiglottis to move back toward the posterior pharyngeal wall (18, 23, 24). The tongue
cross-sectional area, ulvular width, and soft palate thickness
all increase in the supine position resulting in a reduction in
the oropharangeal cross-sectional area (23, 25). All these anatomical changes caused by moving from the upright to supine
posture result in an increase in upper airway resistance, which
is likely passively related to gravity rather than changes in
muscle function. It is the supine posture alone that may be one
of the primary causes of the mildest form of upper airway resistance syndrome (7, 26). Spaceflight is associated with a reduction in end-expiratory lung volume (5), which would normally serve to reduce upper airway cross-sectional area (27,
28). Thus, changes in lung volume during spaceflight can likely
be ruled out as a mechanism for the reduction in sleep-disordered breathing in microgravity. However, other variables
such as altered control of upper airway muscles (29) and altered ventilatory control during sleep could be involved (discussed below).
We found that on average, the reduction in AHI was greatest in the NREM periods during which a 68% decrease in
AHI was observed in microgravity. The reduction during REM
periods was less, showing a significant decrease of only 30% in
AHIREM in microgravity. This suggests that the dominant factor causing sleep-disordered breathing during NREM sleep is
the influence of gravity on the upper airway, but during REM
sleep, gravity plays a lesser role. Upper airway resistance is increased during sleep (30). During REM sleep, an increase in
upper airway resistance when compared with NREM sleep is
observed, attributed to loss of upper airway dilator muscle
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tone, specifically in the genioglossal muscle (31), although this
is not a universal finding (30). Along with this reduction in dilator muscle activity, there is inhibition of other respiratory
muscles including the intercostal muscles, which can alter the
configuration of the rib cage and its contribution to tidal
breathing (32–34). The relative dilator muscle hypotonia and
the change in thoracoabdominal configuration due to inhibition of respiratory musculature are both nongravitationally
dependent physiological mechanisms that contribute to the increase in upper air resistance during REM sleep. Thus, the
smaller reduction in AHI during REM than during NREM
likely reflects the increased contribution of nongravitational
mechanisms in the generation of upper airway resistance during REM sleep.
Takasaki and coworkers (12) compared a 30-h recording of
diaphragmatic EMG activity on the ground to activity recorded for 30 h during a spaceflight in one subject in a joint
Japanese–Russian mission. Full polysomnographic recordings
were obtained from this subject during both recordings. On
the ground, diaphragmatic EMG increased in all sleep stages
(supine posture) compared with the awake state. During microgravity exposure, there was no difference between the
awake state and NREM sleep, but diaphragmatic EMG remained greater in REM sleep compared with the awake and
NREM sleep states. Even though there was an increase in diaphragmatic EMG during REM sleep in space, the relative
EMG values in space for all sleep stages were significantly less
then those on the ground. If similar changes in upper airway
EMG occur in microgravity as occur in the diaphragmatic
EMG, then we would expect an increase, or little change in
the AHI. However, we observed a decrease in the AHI during
both REM and NREM, strongly suggesting that gravity, as opposed to changes in muscle tone, plays the dominant role in increasing upper airway resistance during sleep in the healthy
human subject.
Arousals

Brief arousals caused either by apneas or hypopneas contribute to fragmented sleep. Overall, we saw a significant reduction of 70% in the number of respiratory-related arousals during spaceflight in these five subjects. There was, however,
virtually no change in the number of arousals resulting from
nonrespiratory causes (Figure 4). Thus it appears that the microgravity environment may actually improve sleep quality to
some extent, especially for the subjects with positional sleepdisordered breathing problems, obstructive sleep apnea, or
upper airway resistance syndrome. Support for this is seen
with the subject with the greatest AHI. This subject’s respiratory-related arousal index decreased during spaceflight by
60% and sleep efficiency increased from a preflight 77% to an
inflight value of 81% (D-J. Dijk, unpublished observations).
Postflight Changes

Upon return to earth, the crew complained of fatigue and on
the second day of recovery (the first postflight PSG) the Neurolab crew were allowed to go to bed  1 h earlier than scheduled. Although there was a small reduction in total sleep time
measured on the nights of PSG recording (6.8 h preflight, 6.4 h
inflight), the sleep period of the crew during spaceflight based
on actigraphy data recorded on every night of the flight was
only  6.1 h (D-J. Dijk, unpublished observations). Thus it
seems likely that the subjects were somewhat sleep deprived
entering the postflight period, contributing to their fatigue.
During PSGs postflight, TST was similar to preflight (6.8 h),
but the percentage of REM sleep was increased (D-J. Dijk,
unpublished observations). The postflight AHITST was slightly
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elevated compared with preflight, AHINREM was similar to
preflight values, but AHIREM was 52% greater than preflight.
Snoring was increased postflight indicating an increase in partial airway obstruction and airway resistance. The increase in
the AHIREM could be in part due an increase in the loss of genioglossal muscle activity that is believed to be caused by
sleep deprivation (35), and an increase in intercostal and accessory muscle inhibition during REM sleep (34, 36). However, these data do not suggest an aftereffect of spaceflight per
se, but are likely a reflection of accumulated sleep loss/fatigue
and circadian phase misalignment.
Arterial O2 Saturation, Respiratory Rate, and Heart Rate

The awake and slow wave sleep oxygen saturation slightly increased during microgravity when compared with preflight
values (Table 3). This increase may be due to the more uniform distribution of blood flow and ventilation and the increase in pulmonary diffusing capacity and capillary blood
volume in the lung that occurs during microgravity exposure
(37–39). The improved distribution of blood flow in the lung
lowers the physiological deadspace by eliminating regions of
high ventilation perfusion ratio, and this may improve overall
gas exchange (40).
Respiratory rate while awake was decreased during microgravity when compared with both preflight and postflight (Table 3). This is in contrast to the previous measurements made
in microgravity (40), which showed a  10% increase in respiratory rate. However, those previous measurements were
made on a mouthpiece during a pulmonary function test session, whereas the current measurements were taken with the
subject resting and being passively monitored. Without the corresponding measurements of tidal volume, it is difficult to further interpret this result, although it might be considered consistent with the improvement in gas exchange (as evidenced
by increased arterial oxygen saturation) also seen at the same
time. Certainly the changes in respiratory rate mirror the
changes in arterial oxygen saturation (Table 3).
There was a reduction in heart rate during SWS compared
with awake in all three measuring periods (preflight, inflight,
and postflight, Table 3). This is superimposed on a change in
heart rate with a relative bradycardia inflight and a tachycardia postflight. Similar observations have been made in previous awake studies (41). The persisting tachycardia postflight
while these subjects were supine may reflect the lowered circulating blood volume known to occur at this time (42).
Control of Ventilation

We had hypothesized that microgravity could alter sleep-disordered breathing by altering the control of ventilation. On
the ground, it is well documented that the carotid baroreceptor and chemoreceptor function are linked (43, 44); therefore,
alterations in the baroreceptors due to changes in carotid and
aortic pressures could cause changes in the associated chemoreceptors. It has been shown that spaceflight reduces the carotid baroreceptor response (45). Therefore, it is likely that
the peripheral chemoreceptor function could be altered by microgravity exposure.
The hypercapnic response during spaceflight did not show
any consistent change whereas the hypoxic response was reduced by 46% when compared with the preflight standing response. The reduction in the hypoxic response was similar to
that seen when the subject moved from the standing to the supine posture (6). The reduction in respiratory outflow was attributed to an increase in carotid vascular pressure that is experienced both during spaceflight and with the transition to
the supine posture. Given that awake ventilatory control in
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microgravity is not different from that measured supine in 1G,
we conclude that there is probably no significant change in the
control of ventilation during sleep in the microgravity environment. Thus, changes in ventilatory control during spaceflight can likely be ruled out as a mechanism for the reduction
in sleep-disordered breathing in microgravity.
Limitations

The constraints of spaceflight somewhat limited our investigation. We were not able to measure either the hypoxic or hypercapnic ventilatory responses during sleep, but we were able
to measure the awake responses in five of the Neurolab crew,
four of whom participated in this study (6). Given the similarity of the results in microgravity compared with those measured supine on the ground, we consider a change in ventilatory control only during sleep in microgravity to be unlikely.
Whereas the cabin atmosphere was normoxic (760 mm Hg,
21% O2), CO2 was slightly elevated ( 0.4%). Although this
level of chronic CO2 exposure has little effect (46) it is possible that local level of CO2 in the sleep compartments may
have been higher. However, because we observed a reduction
in arousals, this is unlikely to alter our conclusions.
We were unable to directly measure upper airway resistance during the hypopneas, nor could we determine an effect
of body position on snoring and AHI during the ground portion of the study. However, the correlation between the degree of snoring and the AHI is highly suggestive of a reduction
in upper airway resistance in microgravity.
Circadian aspects of the control of sleep and breathing also
need to be considered in the study design. There was a daily
shift of 20 min in the sleep start time (a 23 h 40 min day) for
the four subjects studied during Neurolab, and of 35 min/d for
the subject on STS-95. This was a consequence of the orbital
dynamics of the flight and represented the minimum possible
disruption we could obtain. The duration of hypopneas has
been shown to increase systematically across a single night
(47). If this phenomenon is due to an underlying circadian
rhythm, then as subjects slept earlier each day while in space,
we would expect that the circadian shift this caused ( 5 h
over the course of each flight) may have resulted in a shortening of the duration of the hypopneas measured inflight. However, we found a lengthening of events in microgravity. Thus,
we doubt that a change in the timing of sleep relative to the
circadian cycle caused our results. Furthermore, as the time
shift was spread evenly over the course of the flights, the disruption was minimal, and core body temperature records indicated no major misalignment with respect to the light–dark cycle at both the beginning and end of the flights, suggesting that
there had been no major disruption between the timing of
sleep relative to the circadian cycle (D-J. Dijk, unpublished
observations).
In conclusion, microgravity exposure greatly reduced the
number of sleep-related apneas and hypopneas and significantly reduced snoring in these normal individuals. The results
are probably due to the passive elimination of the gravitationally induced changes in the upper airway anatomical structures rather than changes in lung volume, ventilatory chemosensitivity, upper airway muscle control, or circadian timing.
From this data we can infer that gravity plays a dominant role
in the increase in upper airway resistance and obstruction that
occurs after the transition to the supine posture and during all
stages of sleep.
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